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Rural water
management
Facing climate change
without external riverine supply

Riverine discharges in the Netherlands
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While the (relative) sea level is rising rapidly!
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Natural situation and political choice
• Zeeland has no generous access to riverine fresh water
• Zeeland has an annual precipitation surplus of ± 21 cm (with
of course a deficit during the summer)
• Climate change enhances evaporation and salinization
• So the choice is to:
1. compete with other regions for riverine fresh water and
distribute that by means of an expensive pipe network
2. utilize and exploit the annual 21 cm surplus and challenge not
only climate change, but also the temporal phase deviation of
water demand and supply

• Regional parties (including waterboard and farmers) have the
ambition to pursue the second option
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Two strategies to restrict the risk of water shortage
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availability &
decrease demand
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Increase water availability
1.

Groundwater conservation
a)

Thicken rain water lenses with adjustable drainage

b)

Forced stock increase by extraction/injection
(Freshmaker)

c)

Subsurface infiltration

2. Water conservation in surface water  small scale measure to
locally prevent groundwater level going down
3. Technical upgrading  purification of municipal sewage and
natural surface water with substandard quality (salt)
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Decrease water demand
1. Breeding more salt tolerant crops  salt adapted crops (e.g. potatoes)
require less fresh water than former crops, thus demand decreases
2. Saving by optimal supply  both spatial (preventing spillage) as
temporal (only supply when necessary)
3. Improving soil character  more organic material increases the water
containing capacity and fungi lower the water tension and thus the
water availability for crops
4. Disprove myths by users and water boards/politicians  management is
sometimes based on inaccurate and/or exaggerated assumptions with
regard to salt sensitivity, salt presence and water requirement
5. Switch towards real saline crops  if “the battle” for fresh water
becomes too tough, it makes sense to shift to saline crops
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Airborne conductivity measurements
• Aerial analysis with electromagnetic
radiance, yielding a precise vertical
2D conductivity profile (up to max
150 m depth), from which the salt
content can be deduced.
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• The information remains valid as long
as the soil is not heaviliy induced.
Presentatie ZLTO 23/02/2016
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Where?

± 10.000 km flight lines = virtually the
whole Province with the exception of
urbanized and industrial locations.
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Deduced vertical 2D Chloride profile of 12 km long
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Horizontal 2D-profile
of the 1500 mg Cl-/l interface

Filling the toolbox
• The goal of this program is to yield a set of drought and salt
combatting tools and the knowledge how and under which
conditions these can best be applied
• The tools may serve for own purposes, might be sold to
other countries, but will likely also be applicable in third
world countries, which suffer even more from climate
change than rich countries
• We hope to increase our skills and knowledge
substantially by 2021
• Thank you for your attention
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